Repeat unit sequence variation in minisatellites: a novel source of DNA polymorphism for studying variation and mutation by single molecule analysis.
Variation in internal minisatellite structure can be analyzed by mapping variant repeat units within amplified alleles. A system capable of distinguishing greater than 10(70) allelic states at the human hypervariable locus D1S8 has been developed. Population surveys of internal allelic structure indicate that D1S8 alleles evolve rapidly along haploid chromosome lineages. Internal mapping of deletion mutant alleles physically selected from genomic DNA provides further evidence that germline and somatic mutations altering the number of allelic repeat units seldom if ever arise by unequal exchange between alleles. The existence of low level germline mosaicism for new mutants further indicates that many germline mutation events are premeiotic. Physical selection of new mutants also allows minisatellite mutation rates to be estimated directly in human DNA.